 Made with Distinction: authentic, high quality ingredients with premium
packaging that imparts all natural and fresh flavors and is aesthetically very
pleasing.
 Versatile: Dip, gril , marinate or baste. This amazing sauce offers a full spectrum
of flavor that lends itself to culinary uses limited only by the user’s imagination.
 Flavor Profile: Unique and complex flavor profile keeps customers coming back
for more and talking to others about the product.
 Cost Savings: a small amount delivers mouthwatering satisfaction.
 Up to 3 year shelf life. Refrigerate after opening.

S EASON 360° BBQ S AUCE
Purveyors of Palate-Pleasing Products

Inspiration
Inspired by culinary tastes from around
the world, we selected superior ingredients for our unique Season360° Spice
Blend to re-create the authenticity and
characteristics of global flavors.

Season360° BBQ Sauce is a top-shelf; gourmet finishing, dipping
and marinating sauce that incorporates the Season360 Spice
Blend along with other sweet and savory ingredients to formulate
a sauce that marries traditional Kansas City style sauce with the
southern essence of Memphis style BBQ, yielding a sweet, smoky
“tang” with a spicy but not overpowering finish. ”Where North
Meets South, and East Meets West”, what you get is 360° of Flavor. After 17 years of tweaking our formulation to perfection we
are ready to put our product to you. Try it on your shelves today.

Phone: (913) 449-1646
E-mail: sales@fultonsfinefood.com
fultonsfinefood.com
Season360° BBQ Sauce. Packaged in glass 24 oz. bottles.
Net weight 21 oz.

S EASON 360° BBQ S AUCE
Purveyors of Palate-Pleasing Products
Your customers have discriminating tastes. So do we. That’s why Fulton’s Fine
Foods uses only the finest of all natural and gluten free ingredients and spices in
our line of Season360° BBQ sauces and Spice Blends . Our products offer the
distinctive flavors that are so appealing to today’s gourmet connoisseur.


Made with Distinction: authentic, high quality ingredients with premium
packaging that imparts all natural and fresh flavors and is aesthetically very
pleasing.



Versatile: Dip, grill, marinate or baste. This amazing sauce offers a full spectrum of flavor that lends itself to culinary uses limited only by the user’s imagination.



Flavor Profile: Unique and complex flavor profile keeps customers coming
back for more and sharing their experience with others.



Cost Savings: a small amount delivers mouthwatering satisfaction.



Up to 3 year shelf life. Refrigerate after opening.
Product UPC
Product Description
Case Size
Case Weight
Case Dimensions
Unit Weight
Unit Dimensions

8 51433 00401 7
Season360° BBQ Sauce
6/21 oz.
13.5 lbs.
10.25 x 7 x 7.5 in
2.25 lbs.
6.75 x 3.06 x 3.06 in

432 N Singletree St
Olathe, KS 66061
Phone: (913) 449-1646
E-mail: sales@fultonsfinefood.com
fultonsfinefood.com

